BagButton Debuts New Line of Vacuum Storage
Bag Organizers.
March 20, 2013
South Bend, WA. (RPRN) 03/20/13 —
BagButton LLC, manufacturer of the NEW
innovative BagButton that takes ordinary
household plastic bags and turns them into
space saving vacuum storage bags,
continues to expand its line of storage
products.

Responding to demands for storage
organizers that are both space reducing,
attractive, and functional, BagButton has
launched their NEW line of Space Saving
Storage Organizers. The BagButton
Organizers can hold up to four times more
Space Bags; 10 cents or less
clothing and bedding than conventional
storage boxes, trunks and bins, offering versatile options for extra storage in closets, bedrooms,
garage and attic.

All the Space Saver BagButton Organizers are a revolutionary new storage system idea that let you
combines both vacuum storage bags and Organizer to achieve its effectiveness. The BagButton
organizers are built with today’s highest quality of materials and closes with metal zippers.

The BagButton enables a household plastic bag to stand upright in your Organizer for easy loading of
bulky items like bedding and garments. The packed contents are then compressed into the BagButton
space saving organizer by evacuating air through the BagButton. This causes the contents to
compress into stackable units that yield up to four times more available storage space. This protects
packed items from dirt, water, bugs, mildew, and odors. The BagButton organizer can then be stored
in previously unsuitable places like basements, attics, garages, and outdoor sheds, freeing up indoor
storage spaces.

Sold separately, these compact organizers come in four convenient shapes and sizes for
a variety of storage options – Stackable for closets & shelves,
and the Under-bed (low profile design) allowing users to
efficiently utilize their under the bed storage space. The
suggested retail price ranges from $16.95 for the Large
Stackable and Under-bed Organizers to $19.95 for Jumbo
sizes, making them cost competitive with plastic bins.

“Our marketplace research has proven that consumers highly
value quality canvas type organizers for storage in their home.
Therefore, BagButton’s challenge was to develop a higher
capacity, stackable vacuum storage bag organizer, which
offers to users, the ability to replace multiple storage bins
which take up ample room in garages, attics, and basements
with a single BagButton organizer,” said Larry Storey, Director
of Marketing for BagButton LLC. “We expect strong response
to this new category of storage, not only because of our
famous economical compressible ‘vacuum out the air’
technology, but also because of its airtight seal to better

Vacuum Storage Bags; 10 cents or
less

technology, but also because of its airtight seal to better
less
protect bulky bedding and keep-sakes from bugs, dust, mildew
and odors. Plus, the organizer’s attractive design allows users
to turn an eye sore closet or garage into a neatly organized home.”

BagButton LLC is the inventor, and manufacturer of the Worlds most economical vacuum sealed
storage bag system using household plastic bags for storage organization. With more than 10 million
BagButtons sold in the past 8 years, and its continued online advertising campaigns, BagButton has
established itself as one of the most recognizable storage products, and consumer loyal brands
worldwide.
For more information please visit bagbutton.com or bagbutton.co.uk
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About the author:
BagButton is the Global leader in economical space saving vacuum storage bag solutions. BagButton
provides the highest quality and most economical portable vacuum space saving solutions in the
World.
The BagButton and all of its legal monopolies including trade secrets are proprietary to BagButton
LLC and are protected by but not limited to Due process of the applicable state, federal, and
intellectual property / trade secret laws. BagButton LLC retains all rights, title, and interests in the
BagButton, together with all derivative works, manufacturing process, engineering, modifications,
enhancements, and upgrades.
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